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By Miranda Parker

Kensington Publishing, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 170 x 104
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Parker has readers engrossed in the world of shady
characters, secrets, romance and lies. --APOOO BookClub Beautiful, brainy, and tough-as-nails,
single mom and bail recovery agent turned sleuth Angel Crawford has a lot on her plate. But
between crime-solving and kindergarten carpool, it s all in a day s work. . . Ordered to take a
vacation, Angel gives in--and sets out to solve the mystery that s got her living on the edge: a
disturbing delivery and haunting message that transports her back to the tragic day her fiance,
Gabriel Hwang, was murdered. Convinced the trail to the killer is no longer cold after six long years,
Angel embarks on a hunt for the truth that propels her into Atlanta s secretive speakeasy society
and a romp around a swamp with a handsome U.S. Marshal that may ruin her future with Pastor
Justus Too-Hot-To-Be-Holy Morgan. That is, providing she has a future. . . . Praise for the novels of
Miranda Parker By far one of the most captivating books to read this summer, a page turner with
super...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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